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JmmopvertoN:



This project {8 concerned vith the effects of radiation on organic

crystals. It 40 felt chat euch studies on well defined crystalline structures

 

can provide a firm foundation for a later study of more complex materials

Ancluding those of direct blological interest.

In the initial phase of this work we have studied the effect of

 

neutron irradiation on the electrical conductivity of anthracene crystals.

The choice of electrical conductivity ts based on evidence that this peraneter

 

4s most sensitive to the presence of impurities or defects (1), our results

show that it ie possible to detect quantitatively radiation danage at levels

far lower than those that can be observed by other chenteal or physical

techniques. We expect that at some upper level of radiation danage it

 



should be possible to correlate the electrical properties directly with

optical and other properties of the crystals, thus providing an enlarged

apectrus for the evaluation of radiation damage.

The chofce of anthracene as initial material for study ts

 

predicated upon the fact that this subscance has been studied more

than any other organte material.

?The effect of neutron irradiation on anthracene has been studied

previously by Komandeur(?s3), but to the best of our knovledge, no other

work on this subject hes appeared since then. Since Komandeur 's work

was done very early in the history of orgente conductivity, we felt

that Se would be valuable to reopen and expand thie vork to include more
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recent develoments such ae the introduction of charge-tnjecting

w



 

electrodes ?, and the application of charge-Linited current

(3,6),

 

theory to organic crystals

Below is a sumary of the results obtained duriog the period

July 1963-Decenber 1963.

SECTION I. CRYSTALS

 

In order that our results could have @ meaningful statistical

interpretation it vas nec

 

sty to produce our om crystals and for

thie reason ve established @ crystal groving station. In thie station



we used the relatively simple technique described by Kalinann and Pope(7).

 

?This technique consists in preparing o saturated solution of anthracene tn

 

L,2-dlchloroethane at « temperature a fev degress above roca temperature

?and then cooling the solution slovly to rom temperature, The surface

Of the solution te covered with a fev milliliters of xylene to prevent

 

rapld cooling at the surface. Xylene has a sualler density than dichloro-

 

ethane and {f poured carefully tt will float on top of the solution. Sone

time during the cooling process crystals will be formed and {f the proper

temperature gradient existe in the solution the crystals will neither

?Mink to the bottom nor flose to the surface. The crystals will grow

slovly and should be fLshed out a8 goon



 

they attain an acceptable

size, TE che proper cemperature gradient 1 not obtained the crystal
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will sink before they grov to en acceptable size, At che bottom they

continue to prow but no longer as nonocrystals and therefore cannot be

used in our experiment. Tf the cevecals profuced are unacceptable, the

solution cannot be reheated ant cooled again co make second attenpt

to get good crystals bectuse the ~ylene mixes slovly with the dichloro-

fechane making a less dente solution tn vhich it u{ll be more difficult

to get the crystals co float

 

our expertence with the Kallmenn-Pope technique to grow crystals

fs that more often than not we fatl to produce good crystals. Bach



trial takes about half a day's work end many times our rechnictan has

He have

   

spent weeks trying to erov crystals without any succes

grom # total of 150 crystals ranging in thickness from 10 to 70 pL

and from 0.3 to over 1 en? in aren. Many of these crystals break tn

 

the process of being mounted in the Kallnann-Pope cell or develop

4 leak while undergoing measurements

 

lie have tried to prow crystals ustng @ modified Kalinann~

Pope technique using 1,2-che-dichloroethylene instead of 1,2-dichloro~

ethane, end cooling without covering the solution with xylene, The

Atehloroethylene has a relatively high density and the anthracene



crystals float. After the crystals are fished out they are cleaned
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?le which sonetines adhere to

 

with xylene to eliminate enaller ery:

the surface of the Yoreer crystals, ?Telng this technique ve have

 

 

prom 25 crystals, ?Tus crystely are se larce chat sometines they

?ean be broken {nto two or three places cach one of which can be

 

used for a seperate weseuren

 



He have purchased fxoy Hershey Chowicsi Co. unselected

anthracene crystals 10 mm x 10 na x Som which we have cleaved and

 

polished to thickness of approxtnately 0.3 mm, ?le ave also purch

 

from Warshaw Chenical Co. selected and polished anthracene crystals

10 mm x 10 x 0.3 mm and 10 am x 10 mmx ?mm. Ye have wade mensure-

tients on some of these crystals which ore included in this report.

SECTION ET. RADIATION DAWAGE MEASUREMENTS

Wa have done electrics! conductivity measurenents on crystals

ranging tn eiee fran 10 to 100, vhich were groim tn our crystal srovine

station. ve have slso dene electrical conductivity measurements on un~

 

selected Harshaw crystais vhich we cleaved and polished to # thicknes

of approximately 200 ps and on selected and polished Harahaw eryatale of



300 p thicknens, These nensureavate vere done wtth the Kelimann-Popel®?

cell using Wal-Nat, Kacl-Mect, Na950, - (NeT-Tp) electrodes and 36508

and 43604 Light. The measurements vere done before and after trradiating
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with our one curie Pu+Be neutron source.

 

the eryata

Pig. 1 shovs measurements done on our crystal #54¢) using the

MaI-I, electrode and Light of 4360A before and after {rradtation with

neutrons. The curve shoving log 4 ve log v after trradiation ts tn

complete because at thet time our measuring instrument was a Cery 31

vibrating reed electroneter which was not capable of measuring the

high currents obtained. In addition te the Cary Electrometer we now



have a Keithley Electrometer Model 600A vhich allovs us to reed currents

we high as one ampere. Pig. 2 shows measurements done on our crystal #143

before and after irradiation in which the values of 4 after trradiation

were measured vith the Keithley Blectroneter. Fige. 3, 4, 5, show

mesgurenents done on our crystals #5~6, #4-2(H), and #SH-1 uaing the

Nat-Tz electrode and a 4360A ight source. Crystale #54 and #143

were grom using the Kallmann-Pope technique. Crystal #5-6 vas grom

 

using our modified Kellmann-Pope technique. Crystal #A-2(H) vas

cleaved and polished from « Horshew unselected crystal and crystal

dstel {a 4 selected and polished Harchaw crystal of 0.3 mm thickness.

 

Pig. 6 shove measurements done on crystal #HC-1 using the



 

Na,$0,-¥a,80, electrode and Light of 36504 before and after irradiation,

(a) The same measurements are shomm in Fig. 6 of our Progress

Sumery Report No. 1.
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SECTION ITT. DISCUSSION OF RADIATION DAMAGE RESULTS

?The relevant experimental results are, firstly, that neutron

Arradiation produces a significant increase in the conductivity of thin

 

erystals (10-50 p) vhen measured by means of the NaI-Iz electrode and

43604 Light source but not so when measured by means of the NazS04

electrodes and a 3650A Might source, secondly, that the exalted conductivity

 

 

8 gradually to normal pretrradiation levels, ané thirdly, that



neutron trradiation does not eppear to induce exalted conductivity tn

thick crystals (0.3 mm) even vhen the measurements are carried out by

means of the {odine electrode.

?These results seen ro Indicate that the exalted conductivity

depends on a surface phenonenon that Anvolves an anthracene specter

tivated" fodine spectes

 

?activated? by the neutron irradiation and

 

 

Produced by the 43604 1ight source. The difference between "ehin" and

?chick? crystals can be explained tn that 1tetle of the 43604 Light

Fetches the face of the crystal expored to the o¢ine solution in the

de rather

 

case of the "thick" crystal, Since enthracene per



transparent co 43604 Light, {t {9 probeble that scattering rather than

absorption of Iight ts responsible for such difference.

Im the preceding report it was suggested chat the effect of

fant neutrons may well be 2 dislocation of « proton fron anthracene,

and the formation of transient anthracene carbantons and anthracene-

proton complexes. The folloving 1¢ « calculation of the increase in
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the photocurrent that may be expected to be produced under our conditions

of neutron irradiation end measurements by means of the Lodine electrode.*

We entionte thee efter exposing « crystel te our neutron source for

roximately 70 hours the crystal recetves # dose of the order of

 

3 x 109 nfen®, Considering the cose section of hydrogen for neutrons

of intermediate energy and considering the spatial distribution of the

anthracene molecules in the anthracene crystal ve estimate thet spproxi-

mately 104 atelocations per cn? were produced at the crystal surface after



18 70 hour period of trradiaton. ov, we shall consider the magnitude of

the proc! jmed to take place between the "excited" todine

 

chat te

 

molecules and the ?excited? anthracene species. In # 1M solution of

 

Aodine there are 6.03 x 10° motecules/Liter or 6 x 10% todine molecull

per cx? Rounding off the latter ftgure to 10°2, tr permits to estimate

that there are 10! todine molecuies/an? at the surface of the anthracene

eryetal in contact vith the 1M fodine solution. Tf the frequency of

used to

 

collisions between Lodine and the anthracene crystals face ts ai



be 10}2/sec, then the number of collisions wtil be 10!/en? x 10!2/sec or

 

106 collision/sec cm?. A similar calculation following the procedure of

2

 

Moelwyn-Hughes(9) gives the number of 10° collieions/sec cn? and the latter

ume that,

 

figure will be eaployed in the calculations which follove. If ve

the cross section of capture of iodine by an ?excited? anthracene t

10715 en?, then there ts an area of i04 x 107!5 or 107"! cn? of ?exeteed?

anthracene at the surface, and the number of successful collisions between

tue gratefully acknowledge the aid of Professor Martin Pope (Phyaten Dept

New York University) in developing this numerical estinate.
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fodine and ?excited? anthracene ts given by 10° en? (capture a

1025 colltssions/sec cu? or 1014 coliistons/sec. Should each such

 

colliaton produce an additional carrier then the resulting current

would be 10!4 x 1.6 x 10°29 coutonbs/sec en? = 1.6 x 1075 emps/en?.

 

In a crystal of 0.1 cn? aurface this results in a current of 1.6 x 10° anps.

This indeed 1s the magnitude of the ?exalted? current uhich {# indeed

observed.

?The effect of photoactivation on the todine ~ ?excited?

 



anthracene intersection can be visualized in terms of an increase in

 

tthe probability of interaction by the "excited" fodine. We must first

 

calculate (see below) the distance from the crystal in the Lodine solution

which vill permit an excited" todine to diffuse to the crystel surface

 

during the tranett tine of the carrier in the bulk of the crystel, The

AT.

ne of the equation "SAL, and Leteing 210-3 coP/aee vo

ot ee auctn 9 ARTS fh and seag 210° cafe we

ttvee the dtttuston constant = LE eat/acc. the value of the Sump

reageh L=IDE wueref 12 the jump tine, From thie equation and fran the

value of the veloctty of the fodine solecule one can catculate the value of

the jump length and the jump time, The jump length ie estimated to be

a

G



 

10°? em and che jump time 107!) sec. ve nov estimate the transit tine

of carrier in 4 10 mlorgn thick gathracene cryatel when we apply 4 voltere

vores to ve Ce =x LO

ot so wots wove Os A= 2

ye an iodine molecule with a jump time of 10°! sec

= 3x 10% Therefore in the

 

Anterval of 10°8

 

Produces 10? jumpa. If ve place a given todine molecule at 10° ca from

the surface. it vill probably hit the surface at least once during an
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interval of time equal to the transit time, This then, 10° om, is the

ftseance in the solution vhich ts taken for the celcolation of the mbar

of "axctted" Lodine eolecules which are produced by the sbsorption of

?Might. With a molar extinction coefficient of 10° for 1 M todine,

6 vex Ledn fF oh x1 w= 107

° and

Vig = 1 = 0.9

?Thus 10% of the light is absorbed, and with a light intensity of 104

quenta/en?/sec there will be 10'? ?excited? todine molecules that can

tnceract with ee Metctted? anthracene molecules at the surface of the

crystal. We conclude, therefore, that there ts ample reason vhy

 

4360A Light increases the interaction between ?excited? todine and

anthracene molecules and thus enhances the current.

 

Tt now renaing to suggest the nature of the interaction between

 



tthe excited" apecies. As mentioned above, it ts probable that neutrons

 

produce anthracene carbanions and anthracene-proton complexes, The

4360A Light ts absorbed by todine and most 1ikely produces dissociation

 

of the latter into iodine atoms. These Lodine atone can be thought to

Attfuse to the crystal surface (their diffusion rate will be even greater

?than that of the fodine molecules) and there we can visualize the

of electron transfer which produces todide

 

occurrence of the proce

fons and

 

ehracyl radicals,



SO ea

 

Teta:
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?This process represents © hole injection sechanisn which ts more favorable

than that which probably oceurs tn the dark,

Oe yee

Bea Bo

for which occurs whan the anthracene has not been exposed to neutrons,

rte ae Oe aay

2 (process in thederk)

ream ee Oe an

(process under illumination)

 



In the anthracene crystals containiog dislocated protons, thermal

activation will eventually cause the return of the protons to the

anehrsey! carbentons: (84:4) 4 4: ae A+ Ast and ehke

explains the gradual Loss of the enhancement in the saturation current.

hn alternate explanation of che effect of the 4360K 1ighe

source does not involve the formation of Lodine atons but revolves

around the activation of « charge-tranafer-couplex at the crystal

surface, The enthracene-<odine complex absorbs 14ghe tn chat range(?©)

land {¢ can be aanumed that « sintler absorption will be piven by the

charge-tranater-complex produced froa an anthracene carbanton and todine.

(6 an) ana (tye)

witl be promoted by the absorption of Light co che polar spectes

(tO -+4.9) ona (1

apectes then inftiate a chain of electron transfer within the anthracene

 

Both kinds of charge-transfer-complexes

 

i) repctoey, an te poe

erystal.
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?SECTION IV. EQUIPMENT

In order to purity larger anounts of anthracene tn connection

with the proving of single crystels fram the welt ue have built @ vacuum

system to repurify the anthracene we obtain fron comercial sources.

fed a Fisher Schentific zone refiner to further

  

Besides, we have purch

purify the anthracene after purifies tion by sublimation in our vacwum

aystem, Ye have algo built an oven to grow anthracene crystale from

the melt, Figa. 7 and 8 shov our vacuim system, and zone refiner end

 

?oven, respectively, which have been assenbled tn the laboratory.

de have also butlt the optiesl and electronte equipment,

necessary to do steady voltage-light pulse transient photoconductivity



and electronic equipment

 

measurements (Fig. 9) and other optic

 

pulse transient photoconductivity

 

 

ry to do steady light-voltey

urements. (Fip. 10).

 

ight pulse equipment

   

?The equiment for steady volta

alrendy been tested and a ready to be used for transient photo~



conductivity messurenents. The steady light-voltage pulse equipment,

is being tested at present and should be ready for use in the near

future. Figs. 11. 12 and 13 shoy pictures taken with an oscilloscope

   

canera using our steady voltage-light pulse equipment.
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FIG. 10 EOULPMENT 10 DO STEADY LIGHT-VOLTAGE PULSE

MENTS
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